Tennis Match Results  
Purdue vs Nebraska  
Apr 13, 2018 at Lincoln, Nebraska  
(Dillon Tennis Center)

Purdue 5, Nebraska 2

Singles competition
1. Gergely Madarasz (PURD) def. Toby Boyer (NU) 6-4, 3-6, 12-10  
2. Maksymillian Raupuk (PURD) def. Linus Erhart (NU) 6-3, 6-3  
3. Dylan Bednarczyk (NU) def. Stephan Koenigsfest (PURD) 6-0, 6-2  
4. Mateo Julio (PURD) def. Micah Klousia (NU) 6-1, 6-4  
5. Athell Bennet (PURD) def. William GrattanSmith (NU) 6-2, 6-2  
6. Chris Dean (NU) def. Javier Rodriguez (PURD) 3-6, 6-3, 10-8

Doubles competition
1. Mateo Julio/Dominik Sochurek (PURD) def. Toby Boyer/Linus Erhart (NU) 5-3  
2. Athell Bennet/Maksymillian Raupuk (PURD) def. Micah Klousia/Dylan Bednarczyk (NU) 6-4  
3. Gergely Madarasz/Renan Hanayama (PURD) def. William GrattanSmith/Isaac Nortey (NU) 6-4

Match Notes:  
Purdue 9-13  
Nebraska 10-10  
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (3,5,4,2,1,6)